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unfamiliar familiarities

A new year
roselinde bouman and judith kroon

ana prundaru

A new year, a new issue of Writer’s Block,

Writer’s Block is proud to present a new issue

if night was a country, I’d find it

brought to you by an almost entirely new

full of poetry, fiction and artwork by our talen-

board. Taking over from more experienced edi-

ted contributors. You will find poems by Joris

trapped between a freak show town and

tors and trying to leave our own mark on an

van Huët, Ella Koukkunen, Ana Prundaru and

already fantastic magazine can be an intimida-

our very own Dr. Olga Fischer. Michael Overa

ting endeavor, but we are enthusiastic and look

provides you with an inspiring short story and

forward to a year full of fresh literary talent

Anne Oosthuizen takes you on a reading expe-

and cultural events.

rience that will leave you breathless.

I crossed silent roads

Sadly, that year started on a harsh note for us

In addition, the editorial board hopes to broa-

take photographs of flower

culture lovers, for we lost two British idols in

den your literary horizon in “Books that Chan-

gardens, never tire of watching

the scope of one week: David Bowie and Alan

ge your Life” and “The Adaptability of James

Rickman. The impact this news has had on us

Bond” and add to your list of must-reads with

shadows drip, drip down branches

as an editorial board and the rest of the world

a review of Sam Savage’s Firmin. Since Diana

is indescribable, and we would therefore like to

Vreeland has taught all magazine editors that

dedicate our 27th issue to these two icons who

“the eye has to travel”, we have also included

will forever be remembered and admired.

some wonderful artwork and photography by

the dim light of bronzing stars
in passing its space, I’d kick pebbles
on my way, sip black coffee, as

I’d ask the flowers: just how is it
you remain so clam, so
bold, in the face of declension?

our editors Romy and Phaedra.
they were ready for the unthinkable

Nevertheless, a new year comes with the promise of new adventures, new discoveries, new

We will hold you no longer, and leave you to

because they were

events that will no doubt change the world, and

feast your eyes on the literary prowess of our

children of border wars

our lives. Though resolutions are always tricky

submitters. And, as always, if you’d like to see

and we would never even try to predict what

your own name in Writer’s Block among our

the next twelve months will bring, we know

other talented writers, don’t hesitate to drop us

that 2016 is going to be an eventful one, and we

an email and send in your work for #28. Happy

resolve to be here to document the highlights.

reading!

WB

and so it was only a matter of time,
till their colors
faded between enemy hands
it would rain black butterflies at the shore
and I’d gain a new language,
a new way to lose the world again
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books that changed your life
roselinde bouman and judith kroon
In January 2016 literature society Het Literatuurhuis organized five mini-lectures on “Books that
Changed the World”. A mere three days later study
association Etcetera organized the sold-out annual
event “Books That Will Save Your Life”. We at Writer’s Block are always happy to jump on the literary
bandwagon and are proud to present six students’
life-changing reading experiences. Be inspired!
Ruben, Economics and Business student
House of Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski
It’s quite difficult to give a clear and concise summary of the novel’s plot. Essentially, House of Leaves
exists of three interweaving layers: in the core layer
we encounter a famous photographer who lives in a
house that is much bigger on the inside than it appears on the outside. In fact, it turns out to contain
an entire labyrinth. The second layer tells the story
of a book called House of Leaves, which is a commentary on and analysis of a fictional videotape
about this house. The third layer introduces a man
who reads this book and describes his descent into
madness, caused by his obsession with the book’s

study Economics and Business and could not be
more thankful that Danielewski has helped me to
find this path – ironically enough, by guiding me
through a labyrinth.
Emma, Neuroscience and Cognition student
The Man who Mistook his Wife for a Hat by Oliver
Sacks
In the summer before I went to university my mo-

contents.

ther advised me to read Oliver Sacks’ The Man who

The reason this book continues to fascinate me is

applied for a degree in psychology, but the book

the unique form in which it is written. Excerpts
from different narrative layers are printed alongside each other, in footnotes, in footnotes of footnotes and so forth, which allows the reader to skip
between the three narrative layers and solve the
puzzle that is the plot. This novel has had a great
impact on me: it has made me realize how much I
love solving logical puzzles, which has caused me
to give up my studies in psychology and pursue

6

a more mathematical degree instead. I currently

Mistook his Wife for a Hat. At the time I had already
was an eye-opener nonetheless. It is a collection
of interesting cases of brain damage that Sacks, a
British neurologist, has come across in his profession. The title refers to one of these cases, where
a man who has suffered brain damage has lost his
ability to identify objects and quite literally tried to
‘put on’ his wife, because he mistook her for his hat.
Like I said, the book isn’t the reason that I decided
to study psychology, but it has definitely influenced

7

Paradise Lost encourages the reader to consider

friends as they live their lives in the Enchanted Fo-

Saving Francesca is about a girl who recently swit-

alternative perspectives than the status quo and it

rest, a fairy tale forest with a mind of its own, and

ched schools and is trying to get used to this new

is disconcerting to suddenly find oneself sympathi-

fend off the Society of Wizards that wants to steal

environment, while also dealing with the effect

sing with the character of Satan as a tragic hero. As

the forest’s magic and use it for itself. Also: there

her mother’s acute depression has on her family.

the poem progresses, the reader is forced to recon-

are dragons.

It sounds heavy, and the book definitely has its

sider the concepts of freedom, tyranny and the corrupting, enslaving temptation of power and desire.

my choice for a major and master’s degree: Neuroscience and Cognition. Before reading this book, I
never even realized it was possible to lose the ability to recognize people, objects or movement – to
name just a few of the afflictions mentioned. I think
the book will have this effect on most people, even
if it doesn’t necessarily point them in the direction of neuroscience. Although I, partly due to this
book, find neuroscience wildly interesting, I don’t
want to be a neurology practitioner like Sacks. The
cases that he selected for his book are naturally the
remarkable and, for lack of a better word, ‘funny’
cases, and do not show the average patient.
In short, I would recommend this book to anyone who is remotely interested in the way our brain
works, and if I ever – tap on wood – suffer brain
damage, I hope I will prove an interesting enough
case to write a book about.
Emmanuel, English Literature student
Paradise Lost by John Milton
Besides Shakespeare’s hallowed creations, no other
text may claim to have so greatly influenced the
literary history and culture of England as Milton’s
Paradise Lost. An epic poem in both scale and
scope, Milton’s ambitious text dares to re-examine,
scrutinise and invert the story of Creation itself.
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crushing moments, but Marchetta excels at coHonestly, I can’t really think of anything like this

medic timing and delivery, which enables her to

series. One of my favorite things about it is how it

thoughtfully address difficult topics without weig-

Paradise Lost has personally influenced my writing

plays with traditional fairy tale tropes and stories.

hing down the entire story. She has an uncanny abi-

style by revealing a window to classical references

Rather than using those familiar tropes, Wrede

lity to make you laugh and then nearly cry within

and archaic yet beautiful allusions, authenticating

shows how fairy tales would play out if people with

the same paragraph. She doesn’t shy away from

the poem as a true piece of Art. The poem will chal-

common sense, communication skills and actual

tough subjects, but knows how to bring them in a

lenge and reward the reader with its linguistic and

personalities got involved. Hint: they fall apart in

relatable and accessible way. She’s a comedic genius.

rich cultural content and shape your understanding

hilarious ways.

of humanity. Milton composes the poem within a
framework of examination and insistence on liber-

Looking back, I originally read this series during

ty, capturing successfully the spirit of individual

a hugely formative period of my life and they de-

and national declaration for freedom from the au-

finitely left lingering traces in how I feel about the

tocrat, with his insatiable appetite for power. Mil-

necessity of gender roles (there really isn’t any),

ton’s poem has shaped the national consciousness

accomplishing goals (just get it done and don’t let

and undoubtedly contributed to the values we all

idiots stand in the way), propriety (where common

perhaps too often take for granted today.

sense goes to die) and so many other things. The
series also has amazing friendships, adorable ad-

Meg, Graphic Design student

ventures and brilliant fortune-cookie style life ad-

The Enchanted Forest Chronicles by Patricia C.

vice like “it’s always better to be polite, unless being

Wrede

rude will get you better results”.
Also, again: dragons.

The Enchanted Forest Chronicles is a middle-grade fantasy quartet that follows a family and their

Ellis, Gender and Diversity student

I find it hard to recommend this book, because

Saving Francesca by Melina Marchetta

reading it is such a personal experience for me. But
here are a few reasons why everyone should read

It took me twenty years to find a book that just gets

Marchetta: her writing is magical (seriously, she has

me, but Saving Francesca managed to do it. I make

a way with words that’s unparalleled), her books are

it a point to reread this book and its companion,

very memorable and extremely quotable, she isn’t

The Piper’s Son, every year. Both of them feature

afraid to show the truly awkward experiences of

characters, families and friendships that feel incre-

growing up, and her characters are hilarious and

dibly real and allow those characters to mess up and

real and I want to be best friends with all of them.

be flawed. That is true for Marchetta’s entire body

No lie, these characters are the people I’d want to

of work, which also consists of Looking for Alibran-

fight zombies or other (post)apocalyptic horrors

di, Jellicoe Road, and The Lumatere Chronicles.

with. WB
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Schwarz-Weiß in Großformat
olga fischer

The air is heavy

through you

their faces are so full

laden, still

but are also turned inwards

so present

I park my bike

sinking into the unknown

so open

in the wide empty courtyard

so forthright
out of reach

without shame

fragile eyelids

men, women, children

the walls are an indefinite colour

dry and paper-thin

completely unknown

flaked

cover the eyes

are suddenly intimate

sultry

the fluid all gone

quietly invading our living space

loose stones lie around

their lashes

confronted with their lives

and a few cars

no longer soft and flowing

we cannot escape their deaths

under cover
in case the rain will fall

are tiny black teeth
Inside

forming brittle gates

so large

utter silence and

into another world

they make us small

endless space

immaterial

the few visitors look lost

the faces overwhelm us with their size,

they reconcile us

puny, tiny

envelop us

with what we will be

amongst the large images

each hair is visible

hung two by two on walls

each pore

In this room

on their cheeks

life merges into death

the eyes are the most striking

on their chin

and death into life

deep dark pools

the lips move

painfully

reflecting

shape words

joyfully

deep dark thoughts

and then melt into still death

aware of their beauty

they look at you

aware of lives lived to the full

Photo credit: July 3, 2009, Galerie Westlicht Wien, “Nochmal leben vor dem Tod”, an exhibition by Beate Lakotta and Walter Schels
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mes petites morts
anne oosthuizen
What little light manages to creep through the folds

The rhythm picks up, the music swells in polypho-

of the stiffened curtains casts a luminous fan on the

ny, your eyes drink in the words, sentence by sen-

ceiling. The air in the room has an odd, cold stuffi-

tence, from the page. Then, there is that sweet sen-

ness to it. The house is still. The only sounds are the

sation of a projectile hitting its target as that high

soft hum of my laptop and the high-pitched whistle

note is met with sublime subtlety, or the tip of the

my clogged nostrils make when I exhale. I check

tongue taking a trip of three steps down the palate

Facebook for the fourth time this minute. I know

to tap, at three, on the teeth. You close your eyes and

I should be reading The English Patient, but it ma-

let it wash over you, stir you, fill you up until you

kes me sad. Not the story, but the writing itself. For

are full, too full, overflowing – and that’s it. Exhale.

as long as I can remember, enjoying works of art
has always gone hand in hand with a sharp sting of

Slowly, that sublimity starts to ebb away. You hesi-

envy and reluctant resignation – it’s a curse, really.

tantly open up a single eyelid to find yourself in a
less than flattering position, rather sore (be it in the

Reading Nabokov’s Lolita had me at the edge of

soul or somewhere else), perhaps with some dribble

my seat, my nails digging into the paperback co-

on your chin; a little ashamed and a little disappoin-

ver in frustration as I took in one carefully con-

ted in yourself. I know many people won’t recogni-

structed syntactic masterpiece after another, my

se this, but at the same time I’m sure I can’t be the

face alternating between red-hot awe and greyish

only one who experiences this from time to time.

jealousy. Hearing Cecilia Bartoli sing ‘Voi Che Sapete’ always takes me soaring, up and down the

I stumbled upon a William Blake quote this after-

tones and, shivering, through the delicate vibrato,

noon: “I will not Reason & Compare: my business

my vocal cords empathically contracting soun-

is to Create.” I wish I could feel that way. I wish I

dlessly to the rhythm of the song, like a domestic

could trade mes petites morts for a cleansing sense

goose flapping its clipped wings with yearning.

of catharsis, to stop comparing myself to other artists (or “real” artists as they’re called in my mind)
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Experiencing such an outstanding display of vocal

and consequently find the ability to enjoy works

capacity or mind-boggling piece of creative writing

of art purely for what they are, without the bitter

is in many ways like orgasming – don’t laugh, I’m

aftertaste of resentment or self-loathing. I bet it

serious. First, there is the build-up, the anticipation,

would do wonders for my writing, too. But, like

the first few gentle notes of the intro or the smell of

with most big dilemmas in life, it is once again not

the paper as you open the book to the first page.

a question of ‘what’ but of ‘how’ – ugh – HOW? WB
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the south means downward

From Dr No to Spectre: The Adaptability of James Bond

joris van huët
Franky, give us a bath.
Thirst quenchers wash away the make-up. They rob the sight of detail. A blend. The
beverages stream into the sink. Coalesced with paint and tears, swirling downwards.
Only to become yet another black hole in the memory. A red nose exchanged for another.
Franky, sort us out.

roselinde bouman
Every time a new James Bond film or novel comes

duced a cast of new characters who will point out

out, Bond mania breaks out. For a few weeks, no

the error of his ways”. The fact that Fleig accidental-

one can talk about anything but 007, and usually the

ly replaced Horowitz’s name with Fleming’s high-

talk centres around one topic: whether or not the

lights the conflict that is central to this discussion:

most recent adaptation does the “real Bond” credit.

how adaptable is Bond, to what extent can Bond be

Statements such as “the real Bond is not black, does

modernised, and to what extent does he remain a

not drink Heineken beer and would never drive a

product of his time and creator? In order to answer

Lamborghini” are all too familiar. Those statements

that question we must take a step back in time to the

seem to be founded on the idea that there is a clear,

years in which the first Bond novels were written.

centred, “true Bond”, whereas over the years the
The fusion of acts is once again a fact. The jokesmith greets the antic, who greets the

identity of James Bond has proved unstable. For

Ian Fleming had a habit of downplaying Bond. He

funster, who greets the madcap, who greets the pierrot, who greets the dolt, who greets

some he is the hero from Fleming’s novels, for oth-

insisted he started writing the series merely as “an

the harlequin, who etcetera-hahaha.

ers he is Sean Connery or Daniel Craig. The insta-

amusing diversion” to “take his mind off his im-

bility of Bond’s character gives rise to the question

pending marriage”. In a 1963 essay he stated: “I am

how adaptable James Bond really is and what the

not ‘involved’. My books are not ‘engaged’. I have no

consequences are of encountering a worldwide phe-

message for suffering humanity.” Fleming’s attitude

nomenon with an unstable identity.

suggests that he never intended for Bond to be an

Franky, keep ‘em coming.
Superfluous liquid religions. Absolute truancy of morality. Prayers heard, glasses raised, blessings counted. Of the void in the glass whispers emerge. Seduction echoes in
the softest of undertones. Ears caressed with empty promises of greater pleasures.
Franky, another one.
Loneliness with happy thoughts. An ideal state. Had such luck but only been granted. Torment. All other senses also bereaved. Affliction of that seclusion bared with
thoughts. Wounds to be licked. A tumble into a glass. Taller and taller it grows, where
it stops: nobody cares.
Franky, the bill.
Thanks Franky.

exemplary figure or a political tool of any kind, and

fleming never intended for Bond to
be an exemplary figure or a political tool of any kind, and yet that
is precisely what he became.

yet that is precisely what he became. The time in
which Fleming was writing his “amusing diversion”
was a turbulent time for Britain. At the start of the
war, it was one of the most powerful countries in
the world. When the first Bond novel came out in
1953, the British Empire had dissolved and its polit-

In September 2015, the Daily Mail published an ar-

ical power was a mere shadow of what it had been.

ticle on the newest James Bond novel: Trigger Mortis

The creation of the Welfare State had a two-fold ef-

by Antony Horowitz. In the article it becomes clear

fect: on the one hand it created a less class-ridden

that Horowitz has attempted to modernise Bond

society, with a rise in employment and individual

to make the novel more appealing to a contempo-

wealth that lead to an increase in consumerism.

rary audience. Reporter Jessica Fleig writes: “As
the younger generation begins to frown on Bond’s

On the other hand many Britons felt that the rapid

chauvinistic attitudes and unhealthy lifestyle in the

changes caused a loss to those very national char-

era of political correctness, Fleming [sic] has intro-

acteristics that had once made Britain great. The

See you tomorrow Franky.
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If we can get used to Bond giving up smoking and opting for a
Heineken beer rather than a Martini, why would we not be able
to get used to Bond being black, a vegetarian or a devoted yogi?

character of James Bond can be considered a per-

lights his seventieth cigarette of the day. In Live and

sonification of that contrast. Bond is the epitome

Let Die (1964), Bond’s training for his confronta-

of the “swinging sixties” mentality: he is mobile,

tion with Mr. Big involves cutting down on his 60

sexually active, and his obsession with brands and

cigarettes a day and in The Man with the Golden

luxurious food glorifies consumerism. At the same

Gun (1965), he tries to keep his cigarette consump-

time, Bond holds fast to traditional British values

tion down to twenty, missing that target by five. A

and is, in many of his opinions, distinctly Victori-

similar development can be observed in the films:

an, as becomes clear in his views on class, race and

Bond is first introduced in Dr No (1963) with a cig-

gender. Bond became both the hero Britain needed

arette in his mouth and he remains an avid smoker

to reinstate its feelings of pride and power after the

throughout all Connery films. Roger Moore, trying

humiliation of the Second World War, and the per-

to distance himself from Connery’s performance,

sonification of the 1950’s/1960’s contrast between

insisted on smoking cigars, for which the bill ran in

tradition and progression.

the thousands per film.

The Bond novels are thus inherently political: Bond

There is, however, another side to the story. As ear-

functions as an advertising tool for a powerful, lib-

ly as You Only Live Twice, which came out in 1967,

erated, post-war Britain. That exemplary position is

we find Mr Osato telling Bond: “You should give up

not only present on a national level, but also on a

smoking. Cigarettes are very bad for your chest”,

much smaller, personal level: people should aspire

and by 2006 we arrive at a completely smoke-free

to be Bond. In order to retain his position as the

Bond in the film adaptation of Casino Royale. This

epitome of power and coolness, Bond must con-

development has evoked mixed reactions: in a 2012

stantly be updated. Inevitably, every update moves

article in The Telegraph Allan Massie writes: “A

Bond further away from Fleming and post-war

socially conscious, politically middle-of-the-road

Britain. It appears that both the character Bond and

Bond sounds like a contradiction in terms; it was a

the series are caught between tradition and progres-

bad moment when the film Bond gave up smoking.

sion.

A health-conscious Bond is ridiculous”. Bond’s disappeared smoking habit is an example of the con-

That brings us back to our original question: to

stant conflict between tradition and modernisation

what extent can Bond be modernised and still re-

in the Bond series: is a health-conscious Bond still

main Bond? The answer seems to be: to a very large

Bond?

extent, indeed. Take his smoking habit for example:
in the first chapter of Casino Royale (1953), Bond

16

Many critics have commented on the similarities

between Bond and his author. Indeed, Fleming

Bond can shift from cigarettes to cigars just to satis-

himself has admitted that Bond “is very much the

fy Moore’s preferences. We have seen that Bond can

Walter Mitty syndrome – the feverish dream of the

trade in his Bentley for an Aston Martin, and count-

author of what he might have been”. Fleming was a

less other cars, for commercial purposes. In the end,

heavy smoker, which suggests he might have con-

the fact that Bond has far outlived his creator shows

sidered smoking a key aspect of Bond’s character.

that his obligation to always be at the verge of mo-

Moreover, Bond’s identity is grounded in his con-

dernity, weighs heavier than his commitment to Ian

sumerism. His accessories, not his appearance or

Fleming or any actor portraying him. If we can get

personality, “make” the character Bond. That is

used to Bond giving up smoking and opting for a

what enables him to change in appearance and be-

Heineken beer rather than a Martini, why would we

haviour over the course of the post-Fleming novels

not be able to get used to Bond being black, a vege-

and films, without ceasing to be Bond.

tarian or a devoted yogi? After all, who knows what
the next Bond adaptation brings? WB

What needs to be determined is whether traditional
“Bondisms”, such as smoking, drinking a particular drink, driving a particular car or even having
a particular skin colour, are vital to Bond’s identity. Can Bond remain Bond without being a white,
Martini-drinking, Bentley-driving chain-smoker? I
would like to argue that he can. We have seen that

17

linoleum
ella koukkunen
Spilling out onto the pavement
at any moment you may
fall and drop dead
so be kind and grin.
Your body will betray you
Wipe tears, kiss father’s cheek
Be a good man.
Take mother for chemotherapy.
Slow release morphine
pills make her easier to talk to.
Repeating ‘Mephistopheles’absentmindedly.
Hello Brain.
‘I’m tired’
you said out loud, gazing
fondly at the sight of her brain
congealed onto the hospital’s linoleum floor.
Awash in the pale blue light, it trembled.
‘I’m trying’
you nudged it with your footencouragingly.
‘It’s time, don’t you think?
For you and I, to be better.
When we are better
I will give you
a lick of
love.’
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potential truth
michael overa

I.

thing out to save her from heartache or save him-

It could be only a cloud elbowing its way in front

a sound he knows without looking that there are

self from embarrassment. He knows he will end up

of the sun. The darkening of the room is the only

tears on her face. It is as if he is everywhere and

“Don’t leave anything out,” she says, “even if it’s pa-

backtracking, fumbling for the best possible versi-

minute hand they have. The calling up of the me-

nowhere as the silence returns to the room; there

inful. “

on of the truth.

mory has become an alchemical change – a trans-

isn’t so much as an echo of the last word. And yet

mutation of self spurred by a backwards drift into

the end of the story rings in his ears.

memory.

“It’s not easy to digest,” she says.

“It’s a lot to remember,” he says.
She burrows her face into his shoulder, her fingers

III.

moving like contented breath along the muscle to

And he thinks digest is a strange choice of words. A

the hollow of his neck. The warm cocoon of blan-

The bed they lie in belongs to her. The pillows, the

kets is bunched around them. His mind is already

sheets, the bookcases, the half empty wine glasses

calling up memories and recreating the ghost of a

– all of it belongs to her. Other than his memories,

Even now, as he pauses between one word and the

but it upsets her stomach, and now the bellyache

thousand former conversations.

few things here are his. In the late afternoon dim-

next, he is uncertain how much of what he is telling

is the result of half truth or whole truth or quarter

“Of course you can’t tell me everything,” she says,

ness the sagging sun is the only thing that gives

her is truth. He is moving and not moving – en-

truth, or some other, unknown and infinitesimally

“no one could do that – remember everything.”

some indication of time. His brain stutter-skips on

gaged in the intimate time travel of memory. He

small fraction of truth.

“Telling the thing would take longer than the real

the words ephemeral and intangible, although he’s

tries to settle his eyes in a neutral place, where the

thing,” he says.

not sure he could pin down the actual definition

past lurks teasingly, and then he knows that he has

“Your version will be enough.”

of either word. He stares at the semi-familiar sur-

cornered himself in his own lies. He questions the

roundings trying to orient himself. The bookshelf

veracity of his story even as the syllables fall from

By the time that he leaves her apartment it’s well

across the room is filled with her battered paper-

his lips. Even as his mouth forms words and sen-

past sunset and the streets are clogged with traffic.

backs. He tries not to think about ownership.

tences – tracing ever more intricate lies that ripple

Outside, in the cool familiarity of yesterday’s clo-

towards the high ceiling of her apartment.

thes, he tries to work out the complexity of the eve-

II.
He tries to find a specific access point – a way into
the true memory, the memory that is closest to how

V.

something carefully prepared and hand fed to her,

IV.

things actually happened. Not only for her, but for

word more appropriate for a home-cooked meal –

VII.

ning. He tells himself it was the right thing to do,
VI.

even though he isn’t sure whether it was the right

himself. He wants to get it as right as he can. Even

“Take your time,” she says.

so, he knows something will be intentionally or un-

He searches the ceiling for a waypoint – scanning

When he finishes the story as much as he is capable

visceral, the gut, the intuition – divorced from the

intentionally left out (either for his sake or for hers

the blankness of the roughly textured paint. His

of finishing it he is suddenly aware that she is still

cut and dry emotions so often parceled into brac-

or, maybe, for both of them). He will leave some-

heart races. Has the room darkened by degrees?

lying beside him. Although she has barely made

kets and boxes. WB
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thing for her or for him. Just now there is only the
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Goodbye Zipper - A review of Sam Savage’s Firmin

romy verhoeven

jules schlicher
When you think of autobiographies you think of

In his short life, he undoubtedly reads much more

stuffy old people recounting instances of their life

than many intellectuals do in their much longer

that made them biography-worthy figures: domes-

lives. It allows him to draw on Wilde, Melville,

tic tragedies, wars, encounters with influential men

Baudelaire, Dickens, Proust, the aforementioned

and women, seeing special films, hearing particular

Joyce, Fitzgerald, and so on, when commenting on

music, devouring certain books, and so on. Imagi-

his explorations of the bookstore, the building it is

ne, then, an autobiography of a character that li-

housed in, the adjacent streets and in particular the

terally and figuratively devours books, and picture

nearby cinema, where he watches, yes, erotic films.

that character as a very peculiar rat. Enter Firmin:
Adventures of a Metropolitan Lowlife.

For all his intellect and curiosity, though, he is still
a rat, which he sometimes tries very hard to over-

Presented as it is, the book details the life of Firmin,

come. There are touching moments when he ma-

a rat born as the thirteenth of his litter, doomed to

kes an effort to communicate with the owner of the

starve as his mother has only twelve nipples. Luc-

bookstore, people in a park and later a writer who

kily for him, his mother had chosen a bookstore for

takes him in. Even if those instances are somewhat

the birthplace of her children, and their bed there

dramatic rather than comic, Savage portrays them

is furnished out of James Joyce’s sizable Finnegan’s

in a humorous style, achieved through Firmin’s

Wake, providing Firmin with (paper) food aplenty.

point of view, which is at once dry and down to

Over the course of his eating his way through the

earth, as well as dreamy and naïve. The rat, though,

bookstore he begins to absorb his food not just as

is not really aware of the tragedy or comedy he in-

mere sustenance, but also as intellectual material;

habits. Only we readers can see that, because we

he learns to read by eating books.

gauge the human perspective. Savage thus displays
his cleverness in writing, and makes his readers feel

Firmin is a book by American author Sam Savage,

clever at the same time.

and back in 2006, at the tender age of 64, it was
his breakthrough novel. Considering the wondrous

All in all, Firmin is an astonishingly pleasant read.

story of his titular rodent, it is somewhat sad to

It illustrates the joy of reading great pieces of wri-

think that Savage did not start his writing career

ting in a hilarious and thought-provoking way. A

sooner, as Firmin is a book with many merits both

definite must-read for booklovers. WB

overt and under the surface of the narrative and
style. Savage displays an engaging intellect and a
sense of humour that is both light and dark, which
makes for an increasingly absorbing read.
The way in which Firmin observes his world is shaped through the many literary giants he explores.
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